
Vowel Raising and Positional Privilege in Klamath- Charlie O’Hara- USC

Overview In Barker’s grammar of the Klamath (Southern Oregon) language (1964), several opaque al-
ternations are explained through abstract phonemes. In particular, a set of verb stems which sometimes
surface with [i] in their last syllable, are marked by a phoneme /i/. Since this phoneme only shows up in
the final syllables of verb stems, having it as part of our underlying representations creates more questions
than it answers. Why do we never see /i/ in nouns, or stem-inital syllables? This limited distribution of /i/
matches nicely with an otherwise unexplained gap in [e]’s distribution. I argue following Beckman (1998);
Crosswhite (2004) and Barnes (2002), we can reanalyze this /i/ phoneme as /e/, which is not licensed in
unprivileged positions.

The Alternation The /i/ phoneme is only found at the end of verb stems, and deletes (1-(a)), unless
its deletion would create a phonotactically illicit cluster, in which case it surfaces as [i] (1-(b)). This could
seem like simple epenthesis, but in Klamath the epenthetic vowel is [a], (2-(b)). Many other verbs show
glottalization only when the [i] does not surface, a pattern which would not occur with epenthesis, since the
vowel could just epenthesize after the floating glottalizer and be more faithful to the input (3). Further, this
phoneme could not be underlyingly /i/, because verb stems that end with /i/ never experience deletion, as
seen in (4).

(1) Verb Stem With /i/
(a) /Pe:w

˚
i-a/ [Pe:w

˚
a], *[Pe:w

˚
i] ‘is deep, shallow’ (Barker, 1963, p. 31)

(b) /Pe:w
˚

i-tkh/ [Pe:w
˚

itkh], *[Pe:w
˚

tkh], *[Pe:w
˚

atkh] ‘deep, shallow’

(2) Simple Consonant Final Verb Stem
(a) /taq’-a/ [taq’a] ‘is sharp-edged’ (Barker, 1963, p. 109)
(b) /taq’-tkh/ [taq’atkh] ‘sharp-edged’

(3) Glottalization with i
(a) /n-the:wiP-tkh/ [nthe:witkh], *[nthe:w’itkh] ‘broken’ (Barker, 1963, p. 403)
(b) /n-the:wiP-a/ [nthe:w’a], *[nthe:wiPa] ‘breaks’

(4) Simple /i/ Final Verb Stem
(a) /stupw

˚
i-a/ [stupw

˚
i] ‘has the first menstrual period’ (Barker, 1963, p. 258)

(b) /stupw
˚

i-tkh/ [stupw
˚

itkh] ‘a girl who has reached womanhood’

i = e I argue that the mid vowel [e] is only licensed in privileged positions in Klamath. Previous work
has shown the positional privilege of long vowels (Beckman 1998), stem-initial syllables (ibid.), and nouns
(Smith 2011, 1998). Conveniently, [e] only surfaces in these positions in Klamath, and /i/ only appears in
non-initial positions in verb stems. Following Crosswhite (2004); Barnes (2002), I argue that the mid-vowel
[e] is more marked than the other vowels of Klamath, thus in unprivileged positions, the vowel inventory is
reduced from [i e a u] to [i a u]. When possible, /e/ deletes (5-(a)), but if it cannot it raises to [i] (5-(b)).

(5) Short /e/ are subject to deletion and raising
(a) /Pe:w

˚
e-a/ [Pe:w

˚
a], *[Pe:w

˚
e], *[Pe:w

˚
i] ‘is deep, shallow’

(b) /Pe:w
˚

e-tkh/ [Pe:w
˚

itkh], *[Pe:w
˚

tkh], *[Pe:w
˚

atkh] ‘deep, shallow’

(6) [e] surfacing in protected positons
Initial-σ /teju:w-a/ [teju:wa] ‘dares to do’ (Barker, 1963, p. 113)
Noun /sqhul’e/ [sqhul’e] ‘meadowlark’ (Barker, 1963, p. 390)

Implications This analysis simplifies our underlying representations and puts the burden of the work on
Eval, which is preferable in OT analyses. Since most of these verb stems also feature the floating glottalizer,
a better understanding of these can help us understand that phenomena as well. Long /e:/ exhibits similar
deletion in non-stem initial positions, but not raising, which is predicted if long vowels are more privileged
than short vowels.This lends more evidence to theories of positional privilege and shows that vowel reduction
can occur in psycholinguistically unprivileged positions, not just those with a phonological basis.
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